iCOOP KOREA’s Natural Dream store is
taking a step closer to Koreans by
opening a new store in Seoul Land, an
amusement
park
in
Gwacheon,
Gyeonggi-do province.

Opened on October 31, the store is
directly managed by COOP STORE, the
professional management organization of
iCOOP KOREA.

The store promotes and sells Fair Trade
products and Korean native wheat
bakery products, allowing non-members
and members to become more conscious
of ‘ethical consumerism’, the business foundation of iCOOP KOREA.
At the opening ceremony, about 50 people including Sin Boksu, the chairperson of iCOOP UNION,
Jung Hyunwha, the chairperson of Mutual Aid Society for Enhancing Korean Agriculture, members,
producers and employees came to celebrate its opening.

“It is a very meaningful moment to open our store in Seoul Land since millions people come to here
every year. We’ll work hard to achieve our goal to be mindful of the public’s evaluation and further
to design various and successful promotional strategies.” said Lee Jeongjoo, the representative of
COOP STORE.

With the kimchi-making season approaching, the prices of vegetables, red peppers, garlic, and other
ingredients for Kimchi aren’t expected to be high this year due to the good harvest. However,since
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the prices are easily affected by the supply and demand, it’s not easy to make prediction.
According to the survey conducted by
iCOOP KOREA, for a family of 4, the
total purchase cost of all ingredients at
Natural Dream stores is about
KRW210,800 including KRW36,667 for
20 heads of napa cabbage, KRW 5,583
for 5 organic radishes in conversion
period, KRW2,550 for 1 kg of organic
green onions, KRW82,500 for 2kg of
chili powder with low pesticide,
KRW33,600 for 3kg of pesticide-free
peeled garlics, KRW5,850 for 600g of
gingers, KRW20,200 for 2kg of salted
shrimps and KRW3,850 for 3kg of sundried salt.

On the other hand, when customers purchase these ingredients at one of the largest retailers store in
Korea, they have to pay about KRW290,000, which is 28% higher than at iCOOP store. For example,
20 heads of napa cabbage are KRW45,600, 5 radishes for KRW6,750 and 1 kg of organic green onions
for KWR3,550. Also, the seasoning ingredients are KRW97,600for 2kg of chili powder with low
pesticide, KRW59,610 for 3kg of pesticide-free peeled garlics, KRW5,920for 600g of gingers,
KRW29,500 for 2kg of salted shrimps and KRW6,350 for 3kg of sun-dried salt. This makes up the total
cost to be KRW294,680.

The ingredient that brings the biggest difference in price between iCOOP KOREA and large retailers
is napa cabbage. It was found that iCOOP KOREA provides non-pesticide cabbage (20kg) at
KRW20,000 while the retailers provide domestic one at KRW39,800, making about KRW19,000
difference.
Through ‘direct dealing with producers’, ‘member-loan for pre-purchase of domestic grains fund’ and
‘price stability fund’, iCOOP KOREA have pushed toward to supply products with better
specifications at reasonable price compared to other counterparts.

Implemented since 2010, price stabilization fund has been applied when the price of primary
agricultural products soared in the market. A portion of members’ monthly dues and profits of
producers is saved for the fund. The pre-purchase of domestic grain fund helps producers for stable
farming. This fund accumulated by voluntary members’ participation is used for the farming capital
which is 10 % of purchase cost of agricultural products harvested at fall. By far, about 300,000
members participated in the fund.
“Inquiries to join member increase during the kimchi-making season, thanks to the reputation the
organic agricultural products of Natural Dream stores are of good quality and are sold at lower prices
than at the retail market. Natural Dream stores support consumers who worry about Kimchi-making
every year.” said one of the staffs in Natural Dream store.
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Although Philippines experienced typhoons very often, super typhoon Haiyan’s impact was much
more serious which wiped out the middle region of the country. This typhoon has affected 10% of
Philippine population and caused 30.6 billion in Philippine pesos damages, bringing chaos in the
country. Streets are full of stench of bodies. In this environment, people in the Philippines are facing
threats of serious contagious diseases. As a result, emergency supplies and medical support are in
need as soon as possible.
PFTC/AFTC, producing Fair Trade Mascobado sugar as iCOOP KOREA’s partner in Panay Island,
was also seriously damaged by Haiyan. Fortunately, there’s no death toll, but damage in sugar mill,
residential places and agricultural land reported to be high. The house of Beth, the manager of AFTC
who boasted her children’s drawings on the walls to the delegation of iCOOP KOREA a year ago, was
totally destroyed. She and her family which includes four children are currently staying in AFTC mill
that was built by iCOOP KOREA members’ donation.
Restoration of damage on PFTC/AFTC is very urgent matter since Mascobado is in the production
period. If restoration is delayed, it would bring huge economic loss to the community.

iCOOP emergency fundraising campaign soon started after the typhoon had occurred. At Natural
Dream stores and online ordering site, iCOOP KOREA collected total of USD12,800 from members,
and the total collection and USD 4,700 of donation from iCOOP Seed Foundation will be used for the
restoration works and support to give the Mascobado producing area and community.

Sweden is well known to the Koreans as the welfare state led by Social Democratic Party and LO
(Swedish Trade Union Confederation). Among various civil society organizations in Sweden,
people’s houses and parks (Folket
shusoch
parker)
are
especially
important grass-root organizations in
strengthening welfare system and
democracy in Sweden, as they play
important roles for peoples’ leisure,
education and culture.

From November 10 to 13, Calle
Nathanson, the representative and
Bjorn Gardarsson, the director of
strategy business of Sweden National
Federation of People´s Parks and
Community Centers visited Korea
receiving invitation from 8 people’s houses in Korea. On November 12 during their visit to Korea, the
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representative lectured about the people’s house movement that started from 1890 under the theme of
‘The history, current states and social roles of Sweden people’s house movement’ at the meeting room
of iCOOP Consumer Activities for people from Korean people’s houses and members of iCOOP
KOREA. For 2 hours, he also explained the background of its establishment and the biggest challenge
they face.

Global Social Economy Forum
2013(GSEF 2013) was held
from November 6 to 7 at Seoul
City Hall to seek roles and
challenges of social economic
organizations for a better social
economy.

Under the theme of ‘Imagine!
The World of Cooperation’, the
forum was co-organized by
City of Bologna, City of
Yokohama, Emilia-Romagna
Regional Government, Kyoto
City, CITIES Montreal, Seoul
Metropolitan
Government,
Government of Québec, and Quezon City. Peoples from 8 foreign organizations such as Asian
Venture Philanthropy Network, Chantier, Groupe SOS, GSEF 2013 Organizing Committee,
ORGANISATIONS HKCSS, K2 International Group, Legacoop and Locality and about 100 domestic
organizations including iCOOP KOREA participated in the forum.
With the opening ceremony, plenary lectures, 26 thematic sessions, exhibition and side events had
continued for 2 days.
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iCOOP
KOREA
organized one of the
sessions on ‘Building
a system to vitalize
co-operatives’
on
November 7 with the
division of business
administration
of
Sungkonghoe
University, Central
Self-Sufficiency
Foundation
and
Korea
Health
Cooperative
Association.

During the session,
Franca Guglielmetti,
the president of
Cadiai and a member of the presidency office of Legacoop Bologna, presented on ‘The policies and
roles of Legacoop for co-operation among co-operatives’ while Oh Miyea, the chairperson of iCOOP
Consumer Activities discussed the topic of ‘Towards collaboration among co-operatives for
vitalization of social economy’

For panel discussion, with the chair, Park Bonghee, the director of Education & Research Center in
Korea Health Cooperative Association, Aotake Yutaka, the general manager of Japanese Consumers’
Co-operative Union, An Mihyun, the manager of business & education team of Central SelfSufficiency Foundation, Cho Pyongmin, the executive director of Mindlle Medical Welfare Social Cooperative, Prof. Jang Seungkwon of division of business administration, Sungkonghoe University,
and Moon Bokyung, the executive director of Korea Social Economy Network, participated.
For more details and presentationsregarding on the forum go to:http://www.gsef2013.org
On November 8, iCOOP Cooperative
Institute held the international
iCOOP Forum at the Joge temple in
Seoul.

Under the theme of ‘The role of cooperatives in invigorating local
communities’,
Park
Inja,
the
chairperson of iCOOPKCOD(Korea
Certification of Distribution for Ecofriendly Food Association) presented
on
‘Revitalization
of
sparsely
populated ruralcommunities through
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governance of local governments with iCOOP KOREA’. She introduces iCOOP KOREA’s businesses
and activities promoted by the cooperation of local governments throughout Goesan and Gurye, both
underpopulated regions.

Prof. Kitagawa Taichi of University of Fukui in Japan, presented on ‘The roles of co-operatives and
consumer co-operatives for revival of communities in Japan’ with several case studies about the
revival efforts of rural communities, which is an emerging issue in Japan.
Shiba Sanae, the vice-chairperson of the Japanese Society for Co-operative Studies, Nam Muhyun, the
president of Buljung Agriculture Co-op, Jang Yongwook, the head of division of city and economic in
Gurye-gun Government and Prof. Jang Jongick of Hanshin University participated in panel
discussion.

On November 8 and 9 after the forum, 38 co-operators, reporters and professors from Korea and
Japan had an exchange meeting to discuss co-operative economics and to promise co-operation with
each other at Gurye Hwauhum temple. iCOOP KOREA prepared field trips to Gurye Natural Dream
Park and community center of iCOOP Namwon co-op.

The delegation of iCOOP KOREA visited Thandi Wines (Pty) Ltd during ICA Global conference in
Cape Town, producing the first fair trade certified wine in South Africa. Thandi Wines (Pty) Ltd is
located in Stellenbosch, Western Cape, which is 40 minutes' drive away.

Rewarded a gold
medal
at
the
International
Wine
Challenge, the fair
trade wine also won a
silver
medal
at
Michelangelo
CCL
Label
International
Wine
Awards
(MIWA). Currently,
the 1st FLO (Fairtrade
International)
certified
wine
is
being exported to 14
countries including
iCOOP KOREA.

The grapes were cultivated in January and February and it took 6 ~ 7 months for fermentation. Grape
wine is moved to a bottle at the moment and now apple wine instead of grape is being fermented in
wine tanks. Since the tanks all differed in their length of fermentation, they carried different flavor,
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however, they were all excellent.

They visited one of the vineyard farms. The nietbegin vineyard is about 200 hectares, and is owned by
a white man. However, about 30 hectares was handed free to 100 black workers. The workers were
getting paid higher than the minimum wage the government had set.

Farming communities of Nietbegin vineyards has promoted various programs with the profit they
earned from selling wine. Workers participate in making decision about how to use their resources.
Water heaters and TV receivers were set in workers’ houses and nursery care is provided during their
working hours.
“Thanks to the support and consumption of Thandi wine from iCOOP KOREA members, we were
able to hope for a better life.”, one of the workers said.

The number of iCOOP KOREA members has exceeded total of 19 million households, corresponding
to 1 % of the total number of households in Korea. According to the Statistics Korea, as of November
1st
2010,
the
number
of
households totaled
17,574 thousands.
On November 30, a
big
event
to
celebrate
the
achievement of 1%
household
members was held.
Total
of
1,100
people
including
800 members, 100
producers,
employees
and
invited guests from
all over the country
gathered
to
celebrate.

During the ceremony, a sand animation was performed to show iCOOP KOREA’s 17-year history and
its resolution to develop strategies towards the next stage, that is, the 3% of the total number of
households in Korea. International figures including Dame Pauline Green, president of ICA, Rodrigo
Gouveia, director of policy of ICA and Park Won-soon, mayor of Seoul celebrated though video
messages.
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Consumer and producer members and employees recited the Declaration. The declaration states that
as unseen force, the 3% of salt in the ocean prevents the water from decomposition, 3% of member
households will realize stable supply of healthy food and increase the level of food safety in our
society.

At COOP Show following the ceremony, art competition was held by 11 teams selected from every
region in last September. The judge team consisted of 5 chairpersons, 2 executives and 50 audiences of
members and producers. Percussion performance, band, choir, duet, dance and Korean traditional
performances pleased the audience.
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